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ABSTRACT: We synthesized ternary n-type bismuth tellurium
selenide nanomaterials for thermoelectric applications via a
water-based chemical reaction under an atmospheric environ-
ment. In this work, bismuth nitrate was employed as a bismuth
precursor and was hydrolyzed to form bismuth hydroxide in an
aqueous solution. Ascorbic acid was used to dissolve the
bismuth hydroxide and give a reactive bismuth source (Bi3+

ions) that was able to react with anion sources (Te2−/Se2−

ions). Ascorbic acid played a role in reducing bismuth hydroxide to an unreactive bismuth source (bismuth particles, Bi0). We
confirmed that ascorbic acid dissolved or reduced bismuth hydroxide depending on the solution pH. Because either Bi3+ ions or
bismuth particles were generated depending on the pH, the nanomaterial stoichiometry was pH dependent. Nanomaterials
prepared at various pH levels were individually sintered using a spark plasma sintering process to measure their thermoelectric
transport properties (i.e., carrier concentration, electrical resistivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermal conductivity). We observed
how the transport properties were affected through adjustment of the pH of the reaction and found an appropriate pH for
optimizing the transport properties, which resulted in enhancement of the thermoelectric performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric technology has been intensively investigated
due to its attractive applications, which include heat-to-
electricity conversion and solid-state cooling.1−7 Thermo-
electric power generation is a promising technology for the
conversion of exhaust heat, which is emitted in the automotive
and steel industries, into electricity. Thermoelectric cooling is a
cooling technology that is applicable to microelectronics,
infrared detectors, and optoelectronics. However, a wide
range of thermoelectric applications has been restricted due
to the low energy conversion efficiency of current thermo-
electric materials.8−10 The comprehensive performance of such
materials is evaluated via the dimensionless figure of merit ZT
(= α2σT/κ), where α is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the
electrical conductivity, T is the absolute temperature, and κ is
the thermal conductivity.5−7,11−13 To obtain an excellent
thermoelectric material, a high ZT value should be guaranteed
through enhancement of the power factor (α2σ) or reduction of
the thermal conductivity (κ).8,9,14−23

With the meteoric development in nanotechnology,
numerous researchers have intensively concentrated on
building various nanomaterials to realize such unique and
attractive characteristics in low dimensional structures as
quantum confinement and phonon scattering effects.24−28

Basically, thermoelectric researchers are highly interested in
low dimensional structures because they can accomplish high
α2σ and low κ from the effects, simultaneously. Reports have
revealed that ZT can remarkably be enhanced in low
dimensional structures such as quantum dots (QD) and
superlattice (SL) thin films both because of the increase in
the power factor (α2σ) and the decrease in κ.15−23 However,
the commercial use of these substances is difficult because of
complicated production processes and high costs. Therefore,
many thermoelectric researchers have intensively examined
synthetic methodologies for the preparation of nanomaterials in
bulk phases such as nanoparticles,29−31 nanotubes,32−34 and
nanowires.35−37 These bulk-phase methods may result in
reduced thermal conductivity caused by phonon scattering in
nanostructures and can facilitate scale-up and commercializa-
tion due to relatively brief fabrication processes and low
expenses. TE materials are usually classified according to the
temperatures at which they are operated. For low-temperature
operations (0 to 300 °C), a representative material is a Bi2Te3-
based compound. The material includes specific nanoscale
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structures such as nanograins of BixSb2‑xTe3 alloy
31,38 and bulk

composites laminated by a nanosized BiSbTe alloy.39 Research
into Bi2Te3-based nanobulk materials has mostly been based on
the p-type semiconductor BixSb2‑xTe3 because of its high power
factor.16,40−44 Nanobulk BixSb2‑xTe3 materials are known to
exhibit excellent ZT values as high as ∼1.531,39 because of the
synergetic effect between the high power factor and the low
thermal conductivity.
Both p-type and n-type materials are required for the

creation of thermoelectric modules; however, n-type Bi2Te3-
based nanobulk materials still show relatively low ZT values,
likely because of their low power factors.45,46 Consequently, n-
type Bi2Te3-based nanobulk materials with outstanding
thermoelectric performance should be developed. Our group
has worked to develop an n-type Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 nanobulk
material. In our previous work, we synthesized a Bi2Te2.7Se0.3
nanomaterial via a water-based solution process.45,47 Precursors
of each element were individually dissolved in an aqueous
solution using chemical additives, and reactive cations (Bi3+

ions) and anions (Te2−/Se2− ions) were obtained. These ions
were reacted to obtain a Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 nanopowder that was
sintered via a spark plasma sintering process to produce a bulk
phase with a small degree of grain growth. The resulting
Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 nanobulk material exhibited a much lower thermal
conductivity compared to that of the single-crystalline
equivalent. However, the nanobulk material mostly showed a
high carrier concentration, which resulted in a low Seebeck
coefficient and a poor power factor. The nanobulk material
exhibited a low ZT value because the negative effect of the low
power factor in the nanobulk material overwhelmed the benefit
of the low thermal conductivity. We proved that the high
carrier concentration of the nanobulk material resulted from
the lower-than-intended bismuth ratio. In the present study, we
examined why the bismuth ratio was lower than intended and
confirmed that it resulted from a loss of the reactive bismuth
source (i.e., Bi3+ ions) due to the pH of the aqueous solution
used in the synthesis. Accordingly, we performed the reaction
while varying the pH and closely observed the stoichiometric
variations. The bismuth ratio was pH dependent, and thus, the
transport properties of the product (i.e., its carrier concen-
tration, electrical resistivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermal
conductivity) should also vary with the pH level. Specifically,
we could optimize the transport properties of our Bi2Te2.7Se0.3
nanobulk material by adjusting the reaction conditions, which
led to enhanced ZT values.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals. Bismuth(III) nitrate (Bi(NO3)3, Kojundo

Chemical, 99.99%) and elemental tellurium/selenium powders (Te/
Se, Kojundo Chemical, 99.999%, 45 μm) served as precursors.
Ascorbic acid (C6H8O6, Junsei Chemicals, 99%) and ethylenediami-
netetraacetic acid (EDTA: C10H16N2O8, Junsei Chemicals, 99.4%)
were used to dissolve the bismuth precursor and to stabilize it in
deionized water. 5.0 M Sodium hydroxide aqueous solution was
prepared by using sodium hydroxide beads (NaOH, Daejung, 97%) to
adjust pH. Sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Samchun, 99%) was used to
reduce the Te and Se powders. All chemicals were used without
further purification.
2.2. Sample Preparation. 60 mmol of bismuth nitrate was mixed

with 200 mL of deionized water, and 30 mmol of both ascorbic acid
and EDTA were subsequently added. The resulting pale-yellow
suspension was vigorously stirred until it reached a stable pH of 1.5. A
solution of NaOH (5.0 M) was slowly added to the mixture to adjust
the pH to greater than 2.5, at which point a yellow, cloudy solution

without undissolved particles was obtained. This solution became
completely transparent after it was stirred for an additional ca. 3 h. The
solution was colorless at pH values from 3 to 5 but became transparent
pale-yellow at pH levels from 6 to 8. When we increased the pH
further, the solution became dark-orange or brown (pH 9 to 11) and
finally changed to black (pH > 12). We prepared three solutions with
different pH values (i.e., pH 5.5, 9.5, and 12.5) and labeled them “A
solutions”. Meanwhile, 81 mmol of Te and 9 mmol of Se were placed
in a three-neck round-bottom flask, and the flask was purged with N2.
Then, 250 mL of 0.3 M NaBH4 aqueous solution was added. This Te
and Se mixture was heated to 100 °C with vigorous stirring. When the
mixture became a transparent purple solution, the three different A
solutions were individually added. A black precipitate instantly
appeared and was refluxed for 48 h. The precipitate was filtered and
rinsed thoroughly using dry ethanol and deionized water. After the
precipitate was dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight, a black powder
was obtained. The resulting powder was sintered with spark plasma
sintering equipment (SPS; DR. Sinter, SPS-3, 20MK-IV) at 350 °C
under a pressure of 50 MPa in an Ar atmosphere. The heating rate was
80 K min−1, and the holding time at this sintering temperature was 2
min.

2.3. Characterization Studies. Dynamic light scattering (DLS;
Brookhaven Instruments Company photon correlation spectrometer
equipped with a BI-200SM goniometer and a BI-9000AT correlator)
measurements were performed to analyze the size of the bismuth
sources stabilized in the A solutions. Measurements of chemical
composition were performed on an inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS, Perkin-Elmer Norwalk, CT). Electron-back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis was conducted with a Hitachi S-
4300SE scanning electron microscope. The scan area was 30 × 30
μm2, and a step size of 0.05 μm was used at an accelerating voltage of
25 kV. The EBSD sample was prepared via mechanical and vibrational
polishing in an aqueous solution that contained the colloidal silica
particles. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected with
a D/MAX-2500 diffractometer (Rigaku) using Cu Kα radiation (λ =
1.5406 Å) and a scintillation counter detector. Crystal structures were
confirmed and refined using the powder profile refinement program
GSAS.48 The electrical resistivity (ρ) and Seebeck coefficient (α) were
measured simultaneously with an LSR-3 instrument (Linseis Thermal
Analysis). The carrier mobility (μ) was calculated with the equation: μ
= 1/(ρne), where e is electric charge, 1.6 × 10−19 C. The carrier
concentration (n) was measured using an HL5500PC-M (Bio-Rad)
Hall-effect measurement system. The thermal conductivity (κ) is
related to the thermal diffusivity (λ) through the equation κ = λCpd,
where d and Cp denote the density and specific heat of the sample,
respectively. The thermal diffusivities of the samples between 300 and
573 K were measured with a laser flash tool (LFA447, Netzsch). The
density was approximately 98% of the theoretical density for a Bi2Te3
bulk material, 7.878 g cm−3.16 We measured the specific heat capacity
using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC200, Netzsch). We
adopted the measured values of λ and Cp to calculate the thermal
conductivity using the previously stated equation. The thermal
conductivity is roughly determined by the sum of carrier thermal
conductivity (κe) and lattice thermal conductivity (κL). Because the
carrier thermal conductivity can be calculated by the Wiedemann−
Franz law, κe = L0σT, where L0 and σ are the Lorenz number and the
electrical conductivity, respectively; the lattice thermal conductivity
can also be estimated. Consequently, the figures of merit for all
samples were calculated using the following equation: ZT = α2σT/κ.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In a previous report, we presented a method for obtaining a
reactive bismuth source (Bi3+ ions) from a bismuth precursor,
bismuth nitrate (Bi(NO3)3), which could then be reacted with
anions (e.g., Te2−) to obtain a Bi2Te3-type nanomaterial.

45−47,49

Unlike most nitrate-type metal salts, Bi(NO3)3 does not
dissolve in aqueous solutions but is easily hydrolyzed to form
bismuth(III) hydroxide (Bi(OH)3) (eq 1). Because of the
extensive precipitation of Bi(OH)3, it is impossible to
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synthesize the desired nanomaterial in aqueous solutions
without adopting a complementary treatment. We attempted
to dissolve Bi(OH)3 precipitates using a reducing agent.
Inorganic reducing agents, such as hydrazine hydrate (N2H4)
and sodium borohydride (NaBH4), which are commonly used
for the reduction of metal ions or metal oxides, have sufficient
reducing power to convert Bi(OH)3 directly to bismuth
particles (Bi0); i.e., their standard reduction potentials (eqs 2
and 3) are substantially lower than that of Bi(OH)3 (eq 4),50,51

and the reaction in eq 4 therefore occurs spontaneously when
they are used. This reduction of Bi(OH)3 (eq 4) was regarded
as an undesired reaction because the resulting bismuth particles
may not react with the anions.

+ → ↓ +

+

+

−

Bi(NO ) (s) 3H O (l) Bi(OH) (s) 3H

3NO
3 3 2 3

3 (1)

+ → + + ° = −− − EN H 4OH N 4H O 4e , 1.16 V2 4 2 2
(2)

+ → + +

° = −

− − − −

E

BH 8OH BO 6H O 8e ,

1.24 V
4 2 2

(3)

+ → + ° = −− − EBi(OH) 3e Bi 3OH , 0.46 V3 (4)

Instead of using reducing agents, we selected an appropriate
organic reagent to dissolve the Bi(OH)3 precipitates because
some organic compounds exhibit relatively mild reducing
power52 and might limit the direct reduction of Bi(OH)3. We
chose ascorbic acid because of its easily tunable pH-dependent
reducing power.

→ + + ° =+ − EC H O C H O 2H 2e , 0.08 V6 8 6 6 6 6

= ° −E E 0.059pH (5)

The effect of pH on the reducing power of ascorbic acid has
been clearly defined.52 As presented in eq 5, the reduction
potential of ascorbic acid decreases with increasing pH, which
indicates an enhancement of its reducing power. Adjustment of
the pH to control the reduction potential of ascorbic acid
enabled the reduction of Bi(OH)3. The reduction potential of
ascorbic acid (E = E°− 0.059pH, eq 5) must be greater than
that of Bi(OH)3 (−0.46 V, eq 4) to prevent the direct
reduction of Bi(OH)3. On the basis of this criterion, the pH
should be lower than ca. 9.2. In our previous work, we
maintained the pH at 11, and the reduction potential of
ascorbic acid (−0.57 V) decreased to less than that of Bi(OH)3
(−0.46 V), which resulted in the direct reduction of Bi(OH)3.
We expected that some amount of Bi(OH)3 might be
converted into bismuth particles because the A solution
became brown at pH 11 (see Experimental Section). The
bismuth particles did not react with anions (Te2−/Se2−) at pH
11 and were possibly removed during filtering or washing steps,
which led to insufficient bismuth content in the final product.
We recovered the removed bismuth particles to confirm their
oxidation state via XPS analysis (Supporting Information,
Figure S1). When the pH is maintained at a level less than 9.2,
the reduction potential of ascorbic acid is greater than that of
Bi(OH)3, and the direct reduction of Bi(OH)3 to bismuth
particles decreases. Consequently, ascorbic acid primarily
causes the dehydrolysis of Bi(OH)3, as shown in eq 6, and
the reactive bismuth source, Bi3+ ion, is obtained.

+ → ++ +Bi(OH) 3H Bi H O3
3

2 (6)

+ → ° = −− − ETe 2e Te , 1.14 V2 (7a)

+ → ° = −− − ESe 2e Se , 0.92 V2 (7b)

To synthesize Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 nanomaterials, we preferentially
reduced tellurium and selenium (Te/Se) using NaBH4. The
reactive anions (Te2−/Se2−) could be easily obtained because
the reduction potentials of Te and Se (eqs 7a and 7b) are
greater than that of NaBH4 (eq 3). When Te and Se elements
are reduced by NaBH4 in an alkaline aqueous solution, the
proposed mechanisms for the reduction can be described as
follows:45

Figure 1. Size distribution of bismuth sources prepared at various pH
levels; the distributions were obtained from dynamic light scattering
(DLS) analysis: (a) pH 5.5, (b) 9.5, and (c) 12.5.

Figure 2. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) images for the
sintered specimens prepared at various pH levels: (a) 5.5, (b) 9.5, and
(c) 12.5. The images for each specimen were subdivided into image-
quality maps (left) and blank maps (right). The scale bar is 10 μm.
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+ → + +− − −3Te 6OH 2Te TeO 3H O2
3

2
2 (8)

+ → + + +

+

− −

−

2TeO NaBH Te Te NaBO H O

2OH
3

2
4

2
3 2

(9)

+ + → + +− −5Te 10OH NaBH 5Te NaBO 7H O4
2

3 2
(10)

Commercial tellurium powder can be dissolved in an alkaline
aqueous solution to yield Te2− and TeO3

2− ions (eq 8). NaBH4
reduces TeO3

2− ions to Te2− and Te (eq 9). The newly
produced Te easily produces Te2− through the disproportio-
nation (eq 8) under the alkaline condition. The overall reaction
for Te reduction can be expressed as eq 10. We consider that
selenium undergoes the same reducing mechanisms (eqs 11,
12, and 13).

+ → + +− − −3Se 6OH 2Se SeO 3H O2
3

2
2 (11)

+ → + + +

+

− −

−

2SeO NaBH Se Se NaBO H O

2OH
3

2
4

2
3 2

(12)

+ + → + +− −5Se 10OH NaBH 5Se NaBO 7H O4
2

3 2
(13)

We assumed that Bi3+ ions were mostly formed at pH levels
between 3 and 5 because colorless transparent A solutions were
obtained in this pH range (see Experimental Section); i.e., Bi3+

ions were mainly generated when the A solution was acidic,
whereas the amount of bismuth particles evidently increased as
the A solution was made basic. The A solution should be
maintained under slightly acidic conditions for the reaction of
Bi3+ ions with anions (Te2−/Se2−). We adjusted the pH of the
A solution from acidic to basic conditions to prepare various
bismuth sources. We thoroughly examined the effect of pH on
these sources, which were individually reacted with anions to
prepare Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 nanomaterials (eq 14). We closely
observed the variation in the stoichiometry of these nanoma-
terials when different bismuth sources were used.

+ + →+ − −2Bi 2.7Te 0.3Se Bi Te Se3 2 2
2 2.7 0.3 (14)

By considering the criterion point of pH (i.e., pH 9.2), where
the reduction potential of ascorbic acid (E = E°− 0.059pH, eq
5) is equivalent to that of Bi(OH)3 (−0.46 V), we preferentially
prepared an A solution with a pH of 9.5. We also prepared A
solutions with pH values of 5.5 and 12.5 to investigate the effect
of pH on the bismuth sources (see Experimental Section).
According to the DLS results in Figure 1, the particle size and
the particle size distribution increased and broadened,
respectively, as the pH was increased. Because the reduction
potential of ascorbic acid at pH 5.5 (−0.24 V) was greater than
that of Bi(OH)3 (−0.46 V), the direct reduction of Bi(OH)3
(eq 4) was strongly suppressed, whereas the dehydrolysis of
Bi(OH)3 (eq 6) was promoted. Accordingly, Bi3+ ions were
preferentially formed instead of bismuth particles at pH 5.5,
which may explain the relatively small particle size and narrow
size distribution (Figure 1a). Meanwhile, the reduction
potential of ascorbic acid at pH 9.5 (−0.48 V) decreased to
less than that of Bi(OH)3 (−0.46 V), and bismuth particles may
have thus been generated, thereby resulting in somewhat larger
particle sizes and a broader size distribution (Figure 1b). The
reduction of Bi(OH)3 should be accelerated at pH 12.5, such
that the amount of bismuth particles might increase in the A
solution and an even larger particle size and distribution may
appear, as shown in Figure 1c.
The three different A solutions were individually reacted with

Te2−/Se2− ions, and the resulting powders were sintered via an
SPS process. According to the EBSD analyses for the sintered
specimens, all of the specimens were composed of grains with
an average size of ca. 0.5−1.5 μm. Besides, the grain size

Table 1. Atomic Ratios of Specimens Prepared at Various pH Levelsa

Bi Te Se

concen. concen. concen.

sample no. mg L−1 mmol L−1 at. ratio mg L−1 mmol L−1 at. ratio mg L−1 mmol L−1 at. ratio

pH 5.5 1 329.8 1.578 2.01 270.1 2.117 2.70 19.0 0.241 0.31
2 332.2 1.590 2.01 273.1 2.140 2.70 19.5 0.247 0.31
3 330.5 1.581 2.01 271.7 2.129 2.70 18.9 0.239 0.30
ave. 330.8 1.583 2.01 271.6 2.129 2.70 19.1 0.242 0.31

pH 9.5 1 339.7 1.626 1.94 288.1 2.258 2.70 20.3 0.257 0.31
2 341.5 1.634 1.94 289.5 2.269 2.70 19.8 0.251 0.30
3 338.5 1.620 1.92 290.1 2.274 2.70 20.1 0.255 0.30
ave. 339.9 1.626 1.94 289.2 2.267 2.70 20.1 0.254 0.30

pH 12.5 1 308.7 1.477 1.90 267.6 2.097 2.70 18.7 0.237 0.30
2 309.1 1.479 1.90 268.5 2.104 2.70 18.8 0.238 0.31
3 309.7 1.482 1.90 269.1 2.109 2.70 19.1 0.242 0.31
ave. 309.2 1.479 1.90 268.4 2.103 2.70 18.9 0.239 0.31

aThe chemical compositions were evaluated using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The tellurium ratio was chosen as a
reference point.

Figure 3. Comparison of XRD patterns between a commercial
elemental bismuth and the specimens prepared at different pH levels.
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seemed to be independent of the pH variation (Figure 2). We
conducted a quantitative analysis (ICP-MS) for the sintered
specimens. The bismuth ratio was somewhat less than the
desired ratio at pH 9.5 (Table 1) because some bismuth
particles were generated instead of Bi3+ ions due to the lower
reduction potential of ascorbic acid (−0.48 V) compared to
that of Bi(OH)3 (−0.46 V). These particles did not react with
the anions. We assumed that the bismuth particles were
removed during the filtering or washing steps. More bismuth

Figure 4. X-ray Rietveld refinement profiles for the specimens prepared at different pH levels: (a) 5.5, (b) 9.5, and (c) 12.5. Each image contains the
observed (black dots), calculated (red line), and difference profile (blue line) as the refined pattern of the specimen.

Table 2. Final Rietveld Refinement Results for the
Specimens Prepared at Different pH Levels

sample a/Å c/Å V/Å3 Rp Rwp

reduced
χ2

pH 5.5 4.3493 30.2855 496.139 11.42 16.41 1.321
pH 9.5 4.3490 30.2843 496.044 10.61 15.90 1.178
pH 12.5 4.3469 30.2699 495.335 12.61 17.78 1.609

Table 3. Variation in the Thermoelectric Transport Properties of Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 at 25°C as a Function of pH in the Preparation of
Bismuth Sources

sample
carrier concentration/

1019 cm−3
carrier mobility/

cm2 V−1s−1
resistivity/
μΩ m

Seebeck coefficient/
μV K−1

power factor/
mW m−1K−2

thermal conductivity/
W m−1K−1

pH 5.5 3.12 176 11.4 −178 2.78 1.01
pH 9.5 4.10 154 9.90 −154 2.39 1.17
pH 12.5 5.85 130 8.20 −126 1.93 1.27
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particles were generated at pH 12.5 because of the even lower
reduction potential of ascorbic acid (−0.66 V); thus, the
bismuth ratio was far less than the desired ratio (Table 1). In
contrast, the desired bismuth ratio was achieved at pH 5.5,
presumably because the high reduction potential of ascorbic
acid (−0.24 V) precluded the direct reduction of Bi(OH)3 and
caused its dehydrolysis. Therefore, Bi3+ ions may have been
sufficiently supplied to the reaction, with the formation of
almost no bismuth particles. According to the XRD result for
the specimens shown in Figure 3, a single phase of Bi2Te2.7Se0.3
rhombohedral structure (JCPDS Card No. 50-0954) was
maintained regardless of the variation in pH; any possible
second phase such as an elemental bismuth (trigonal structure,
JCPDS Card No. 85-1330) was not detected. The diffraction
results were refined by the Rietveld method; the X-ray Rietveld
refinement profiles are shown in Figure 4 while lattice
parameters from the structure refinement are given in Table
2. The lattice parameters gradually decrease as pH increases,
and this clearly indicates unit cell contraction. Similar tendency

was also observed when we attempted to calculate lattice
parameters via the plane-spacing equation for a hexagonal
crystal structure (Supporting Information, Table S1). We
consider that the contraction should be caused by the decrease
in bismuth composition with pH increase (Table 1). As no
second phase was detected in both the diffraction patterns and
the Rietveld refinement profiles while bismuth deficiency was
observed in the ICP result, we assume that bismuth-deficient
nonstoichiometric compounds were generated as pH increased.
Because the pH strongly influenced the bismuth ratios in the

final products, their carrier concentrations were also affected by
pH: as pH decreased, the bismuth ratio gradually increased
(Table 1), the carrier concentration decreased, and the Seebeck
coefficient increased (Table 3). The carrier mobility decreased
as pH increased. It is possibly because a sodium residue from
the pH controller (i.e., NaOH) might rest in the sample and
the residue suppressed carrier mobility. The carrier mobility
does not seem to be seriously repressed at pH 5.5, but it should
greatly be restrained at higher pH values. Although the carrier
mobility increased as pH decreased, electrical resistivity
increased because the effect of the decrease in carrier
concentration should be greater. Despite the increase of
electrical resistivity, the power factor increased because the
rate of increase in the Seebeck coefficient was greater than the
rate of increase in electrical resistivity (Figure 5a,b). The power
factor gradually increased as the pH was adjusted to weakly
acidic conditions. The maximum power factor was obtained at a
pH of 5.5 (Figure 5c).
The thermal conductivity also dependent on pH (Table 3).

The total thermal conductivity is roughly the sum of the lattice
and the carrier thermal conductivities.45 We estimated the
lattice term by calculating the carrier term through
Wiedemann−Franz law. It was confirmed that the lattice
thermal conductivity was barely affected by the pH variation

Figure 5. The effect of pH (5.5 (▼, ▽, ▽ with an × through it), 9.5 (■, □, □ with an × through it), and 12.5 (▲, △, △ with an × through it)) on
thermoelectric transport properties of Bi2Te2.7Se0.3: resistivity (a), Seebeck coefficient (b), power factor (c), and total thermal conductivity divided
into lattice (κL-▽, □, △) and carrier (κe-▽ with an × through it, □ with an × through it, △ with an × through it) terms (d).

Figure 6. Figures of merit for Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 prepared at various pH
levels: 5.5 (▼), 9.5 (■), and 12.5 (▲).
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(Figure 5d). It is generally known that lattice thermal
conductivity is affected by various phonon scattering
mechanisms, such as phonon−phonon scattering, phonon−
electron scattering, phonon−impurity scattering, phonon−
defect scattering, and phonon−boundary scattering.16 Consid-
ering that the lattice thermal conductivity was almost constant,
the pH variation seems to cause none of the phonon
scatterings. In contrast, the carrier term varied, possibly because
of fluctuations in the carrier concentration caused by the
variation in pH. The carrier concentration decreased with
decreasing pH (Table 3); thus, the carrier term should have
also decreased (Figure 5d). The decrease in the carrier term
might reduce the total thermal conductivity. The figure of merit
(ZT) was expected to depend on both the power factor and the
thermal conductivity, which fluctuated with pH. When we
optimized both the power factor and the thermal conductivity
at pH 5.5, the ZT was maximized to 0.82 at 25 °C and 0.92 at
100 °C (Figure 6).
On the basis of theoretical reaction mechanisms, we

attempted to manipulate the reaction conditions to regulate
the stoichiometry of Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 nanomaterials. As previously
discussed, we obtained a reactive bismuth source (i.e., Bi3+

ions) through the simple manipulation of pH. By reacting the
bismuth source with anions (Te2−/Se2−), we obtained
nanomaterials with the desired stoichiometry. We optimized
the thermoelectric transport properties with the desired
stoichiometry, which maximized the ZT value.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We fabricated ternary n-type bismuth tellurium selenide
nanomaterials for thermoelectric applications via a water-
based chemical reaction under an atmospheric environment. In
this work, bismuth nitrate was used as a bismuth precursor and
was hydrolyzed to form bismuth hydroxide. The bismuth
hydroxide was dissolved using ascorbic acid to give a reactive
bismuth source (i.e., Bi3+ ions). The amount of Bi3+ ions, which
reacted with anions (Te2−/Se2−), varied with pH; thus, the
bismuth content in the nanomaterial varied with pH. We
confirmed that the stoichiometry of the nanomaterial could be
adjusted through a simple alteration of the pH with a
concomitant variation of the thermoelectric transport proper-
ties. We optimized the transport properties by regulating the
pH and thus maximized the thermoelectric performance.
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